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Characterizing Facesheet/Core Disbonding in Honeycomb Core Sandwich Structure

Martin Rinker¹, James Ratcliffe², Dan Adams³, and Ronald Krueger²

Abstract

Results are presented from an experimental investigation into facesheet core disbonding in carbon fiber reinforced plastic / Nomex honeycomb sandwich structures using a Single Cantilever Beam test. Specimens with three, six and twelve-ply facesheets were tested. Specimens with different honeycomb cores consisting of four different cell sizes were also tested, in addition to specimens with three different widths. Three different data reduction methods were employed for computing apparent fracture toughness values from the test data, namely an area method, a compliance calibration technique and a modified beam theory method. The compliance calibration and modified beam theory approaches yielded comparable apparent fracture toughness values, which were generally lower than those computed using the area method. Disbonding in the three-ply facesheet specimens took place at the facesheet/core interface and yielded the lowest apparent fracture toughness values. Disbonding in the six and twelve-ply facesheet specimens took place within the core, near to the facesheet/core interface. Specimen width was not found to have a significant effect on apparent fracture toughness. The amount of scatter in the apparent fracture toughness data was found to increase with honeycomb core cell size.

1 Introduction

Sandwich structure can offer superior mechanical performance over traditional structural configurations. However, this type of structure can exhibit several different failure modes, the occurrence of which is dependent largely on the configuration of the sandwich structure (constituent materials) and loading scenario [1]. One such failure mode, facesheet/core disbonding, can pose a threat to the structural integrity of a component comprised of sandwich structure. Consequently, manufacturers typically gauge the quality of the facesheet/core bond using a climbing drum peel (CDP) test [2]. Although this yields a qualitative assessment of the bond, use of data from this test for damage tolerance design purposes is limited. Although, recent work suggests that it may be possible to estimate the critical strain energy release rate associated with facesheet/core peel in thin facesheet sandwich panels using the CDP test [3].

As is the case with mode I delamination in monolithic laminates, the most critical disbonding process in sandwich structure is likely to be mode I dominated, corresponding to loading scenarios where the facesheet is peeled from the core. Subsequently, the literature is focused on test methods designed to measure the critical strain energy release rate associated with facesheet/core peel. Thus, numerous alternative test methods have arisen from the need for a quantitative assessment of the facesheet/core bond [3-26]. These test methods largely follow a
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common approach, whereby faceheet/core disbonding is characterized through the measurement of the corresponding critical strain energy release rate (referred to in this paper as apparent fracture toughness).

Two general classes of facesheet/core peel test specimens have been developed. The overall specimen configuration used in both classes is similar, involving a sandwich beam containing a disbond running partially along one of the facesheet/core interfaces. The first class of specimens is based on a single cantilever beam (SCB) configuration (Figure 1a), where force is applied to the disbonded facesheet, while the underside of the specimen is secured to a rigid base and prevented from rotation. The second class of specimens is based on a double cantilever beam (DCB) design, where equal and opposite forces are applied to the specimen, either side of the disbond, as illustrated in Figure 1b.

In a recent study, the suitability of several of the aforementioned test methods for measuring apparent fracture toughness associated with facesheet/core peel was evaluated [4]. A SCB-type specimen, with a configuration identical to that shown in Figure 1a, was identified as the most appropriate test. This determination was based on the following: (1) the test involves a simple loading fixture, (2) disbond front loading conditions were found to be independent of disbond length, (3) disbonding was found to take place along or near to the facesheet/core interface, rather than kinking into the core, (4) the data reduction method utilized for computing apparent fracture toughness involves a straightforward compliance calibration procedure.

Partly in response to these findings, a recent effort was initiated to develop a standardized test method for measuring the apparent fracture toughness of sandwich structure [27-29]. This involved the development of a procedure for determining the SCB specimen dimensions (specimen length, facesheet thickness, initial disbond length). This sizing method helps ensure that a specimen behaves in a suitable manner during a test. That is, for the purposes of data reduction, specimen response should be linear elastic and the specimen exhibits a specific disbond length/compliance relationship (compliance solution) [27].

A consequence of this sizing approach is that the facesheet thickness specified for the SCB specimen may differ from that of the in-service sandwich configuration. As the disbond in an SCB specimen is essentially an interface crack, the opening and shear tractions local to the disbond front are coupled, and as is the case of this specimen, a mixed mode-I/II loading condition arises along the disbond front. Assuming that apparent fracture toughness is a significant function of mode mix (as demonstrated in recent articles [25-26]), it is therefore possible that the measured apparent fracture toughness could differ from the toughness of the in-service sandwich panel if specimen facesheet thickness differs sufficiently from that in the actual sandwich configuration.

Furthermore, the SCB sizing method does not offer a means for establishing specimen width. In general, an upper limit is prescribed to the width of such specimens in order to preserve a plane strain loading condition (to help ensure specimen response is in-keeping with assumptions made in the data reduction method) and a lower limit is prescribed to ensure edge effects do not become dominant. However, added complications arise in the case of sandwich construction with honeycomb core materials. First, a minimum number of cells are required across the specimen width in order to establish an adequate representation of the honeycomb structure. Second, in the case of Nomex honeycomb cores that are based on Nomex paper impregnated in phenolic resin, core density is achieved through a variation in relative proportions of paper and resin. Consequently, fracture toughness of such honeycombs may not change in direct proportion with honeycomb density [30]. Additionally, the method involved in measuring
apparent fracture toughness operates on the assumption that smearing this measurement for a highly discontinuous structure such as honeycomb is valid.

The issues raised above concerning facesheet thickness, specimen width, and honeycomb cell size are being addressed as part of an on-going exercise geared towards standardizing the SCB test. A part of this effort is described in this technical report, where the main objectives of the current work were to investigate the effect of these parameters on the apparent fracture toughness of honeycomb-based sandwich structure measured using the SCB test. To this end, fracture toughness of several sandwich constructions based on Nomex® honeycomb core were measured using the SCB test. Specimens with three different apparent facesheet thicknesses, four cell sizes and three widths were tested. The apparent fracture toughness measured from SCB tests on each sandwich configuration are reported and discussed later in this report. Further recommendations for future research are also discussed.

2 Experimental Procedure

2.1 Materials and Specimen Manufacture

The investigated sandwich structures consisted of Nomex® HRH-10 honeycomb core materials manufactured by Hexcel Corporation [31]. Four honeycombs with 0.125mm, 0.188mm, 0.250mm, and 0.375mm cell sizes were utilized in the current study. The nominal density and thickness of all four variations of core was 48kg/m³ and 12.7mm, respectively. The facesheets consisted of a M30SC carbon/epoxy unidirectional prepreg tape also manufactured by Hexcel Corporation [32]. Three facesheets with different thicknesses were used. The stacking sequences of the three facesheets was [0/90/0], [0/90/0]₁s and [0/90/0]₂s, respectively, with a nominal cured ply thickness of 0.167mm. The main reason for using cross ply facesheets was to reduce manufacturing complexity.

The sandwich panels from which SCB specimens were cut were manufactured at the University of Utah in two stages. First, the carbon/epoxy tape plies were cut into 300mm-square sheets and laid up to create the three different facesheet configurations. Each plate was cured in a hot press using a cure cycle recommended by the composite material manufacturer [32]. The second stage of the sandwich panel preparation involved bonding the pre-cured facesheets onto 300mm-square plates of honeycomb core. A FM300-1 film adhesive [33] was used to adhere the facesheets to the core material. A 76mm-wide strip of 13mm-thick polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) film was positioned between the core and film adhesive along one side of the sandwich plate. This served to create the artificial disbond of the SCB specimens. The resulting sandwich was vacuum bagged and cured by ramping the plate from room temperature to 177°C in a 30-minute period. The plate was held at this temperature for an additional hour at which point the film adhesive material was fully cured.

SCB specimens were cut from each cured sandwich plate, resulting in the general configuration illustrated in Figure 1a.

2.2 Test Matrix

The main purposes of this investigation were to determine the effect of facesheet thickness, honeycomb cell size and specimen width on apparent fracture toughness measured using the
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SCB test. To this end, a total of fifty specimens were tested, including specimens with three different facesheet thicknesses (0.48mm, 0.95mm and 1.9mm, corresponding to 3, 6, and 12 plies, respectively) and three specimen widths (25.4mm, 50.8mm and 76.2mm) in addition to honeycomb cores with four different cell sizes (0.125mm, 0.188mm, 0.25mm and 0.375mm), dimension h in Figure 2. A summary of these specimens is given in Table 1. All specimens were tested in the L direction (ribbon direction, Figure 2) of the honeycomb core. Note, there is a possibility that the findings described herein may differ had specimens been tested along the W direction of the honeycomb core.

2.3 SCB Test Procedure

The general test procedure for conducting a SCB test is analogous to that used for characterizing mode I delamination resistance in monolithic, composite laminates, as employed in ASTM International Test Method D5528-01 [34]. The overall SCB loading fixture was based on that used in a previous investigation [26]. The fully intact side of a SCB sandwich specimen was bonded to a rigid baseplate, leaving the partially disbonded side of the specimen facing upwards. A piano hinge was then bonded to the upper facesheet in the disbonded region with a two-part epoxy adhesive (Hysol 6359). The baseplate containing the bonded specimen was then attached to a rigid lower fixture that was pre-mounted into a servo-hydraulic testing machine. The load-application point was vertically offset from the SCB specimens via a 300mm-long loading rod that connected the piano hinge bonded to the specimen to the crosshead of the test machine (see Figure 1a). The end of the loading rod attached to the crosshead was connected using a pinned configuration, thus preventing development of a moment arm in the rod. The purpose of offsetting the load application point is to ensure that loading remains essentially vertical during a test, thus preventing the accumulation of shear deformation in the core, which could introduce an unwanted mode II component of loading along the disbond front. A picture of the actual SCB test fixture with a 25.4mm-wide specimen is shown in Figure 3.

All specimens were loaded under displacement control at a quasi-static displacement rate of 0.5mm per minute in the direction indicated in Figure 1a. The loading was continued until a disbond growth increment of approximately 10mm had been observed, after which point specimens were completely unloaded. This loading cycle was repeated an additional five times, resulting in six individual disbond growth increments of approximately 10mm.

Applied load, $P$, and corresponding load-point displacement values, $\delta$, were recorded continuously during each loading cycle as illustrated in Figure 4a. During all tests, load-point displacement was inferred from the machine crosshead displacement. This method of monitoring load-point displacement was found to be valid on the basis that system compliance was negligible (less than 1%) compared to specimen compliance. This was determined by loading a steel bar of known stiffness and measuring the resulting system compliance.

Digital cameras equipped with macroscopic lenses were positioned along both edges of a specimen, as shown in Figure 3. The cameras were used to record disbond front position viewed from both specimen edges at various stages of disbond growth during each loading cycle. The cameras were also linked with the data acquisition system used to collect applied load and load point-displacement data, such that values of load and displacement were recorded at the moment each picture was taken. Once a test was completed, specimens were removed from the baseplate, which was then prepared for the next test.
2.4 Data Reduction Methods

Three data reduction methods were employed for computing apparent fracture toughness from the SCB test data, namely an area method (AM), a modified beam theory method (MBT) and a compliance calibration (CC) procedure. All of the methods rely on use of linear elastic fracture mechanics.

The area method defines the apparent fracture toughness, $G_C^{AM}$, as:

$$G_C^{AM} = \frac{dU}{dA}$$

(1)

where $dU$ is the energy dissipated (illustrated by shaded region in Figure 4a) during the creation of a disbond of area, $dA$ (where $dA = b(a_1-a_2)$ as illustrated in Figure 4a, where $b$ is the specimen width).

In the case of the compliance calibration and modified beam theory procedures, the following expression for $G_c$ is used [35]:

$$G_c = \frac{P_c^2}{2b} \frac{dC}{da}$$

(2)

where $P_c$ is the force at the onset of disbond growth, $b$ is the specimen width, and $C$ and $a$ are specimen compliance and disbond length, respectively.

The modified beam theory method utilizes a previously developed analytical compliance solution for the SCB specimen compliance, which is based on a beam-on-elastic foundation model and expressed as [22]:

$$C_{SCB}^{MBT} = \frac{\delta}{P} = \frac{4a}{k} \left[ \frac{\lambda^3 a^3}{3} + \lambda a^2 F_1 + \lambda a F_2 + \frac{3ak}{10\lambda G_{xz,f} t_f b} + \frac{F_3}{2} \right]$$

(3)

The parameters $t_f$, $b$, and $G_{xz,f}$ are the facesheet thickness, SCB specimen width, and facesheet transverse shear modulus, respectively (subscripts relate to coordinate system in Figure 1a). The compliance coefficients, $F_1$, $F_2$, and $F_3$ are hyperbolic functions, which are described in Refs. 22 and 36. The parameter, $k$, is the elastic foundation modulus, and is related to the thickness-direction modulus of the core material as follows [36]:

$$k = \frac{E_c b}{t_c}$$

(4)

where the parameters $t_c$ and $E_c$ are the thickness and thickness-direction modulus of the core, respectively.
The parameter, \( \lambda \), is effectively the ratio of the stiffness of the elastic foundation to the bending stiffness of the beam, and is given by [22]:

\[
\lambda = \left( \frac{3k}{E_f t_f^3} \right)^{\frac{1}{2}} = \left( \frac{3E_c}{t_c f_j E_f} \right)^{\frac{1}{2}}
\]  

(5)

where the parameter, \( E_f \), is the flexural modulus of the facesheet.

A recent study that investigated a method for sizing SCB specimens found that the compliance solution in Eq. 3 reduces to the following form when certain in-plane specimen dimensions are kept within specific limits [28]:

\[
C_{SCB}^{MBT} \approx m_1 a + \frac{1}{\lambda}
\]

(6)

where the parameter, \( m_1 \), is expressed as [28]:

\[
m_1 = \frac{4}{E_f b t_f^3}
\]

(7)

Two main limits ensure that the SCB specimen compliance adopts the simplified form of Eq. 6. The first limit requires the intact portion of the SCB specimen (dimension \( L_b \) in Figure 1a) to remain larger than a minimum value (in the case of the SCB specimen, \( L_b > 2.7/\lambda \)). This ensures that the hyperbolic functions in Eq. 2 remain at unity. The second limit requires the initial disbond length to be kept above a minimum value to ensure that deformation of the disbonded facesheet is dominated by bending (further details of these limits can be found in Ref. 28). The SCB specimens tested in the current study were designed to satisfy these limits and thus it was assumed that the SCB specimen compliance solution adopted the form of Eq. 6.

The parameters, \( m_1 \) and \( 1/\lambda \), are evaluated from the relationship between \( C^{1/3} \) and disbond length, as illustrated in Figure 4b. Substituting Eq. 6 into Eq. 2 for the derivative, \( dC/da \), thus gives the modified beam theory-based expression for apparent fracture toughness, \( G_C^{MBT} \),

\[
G_C^{MBT} = \frac{3P_c \delta}{2b \left( a + \frac{1}{\lambda} \right)}
\]

(8)

The third data reduction method, namely compliance calibration, assumes the SCB specimen compliance adopts the following form:

\[
C_{SCB}^{CC} = m_2 a^n
\]

(9)

The parameters, \( m_2 \) and \( n \), are evaluated from the relationship between compliance and disbond length, as illustrated in Figure 4c.
Substituting Eq. 9 into Eq. 2 for the derivative, $dC/da$, thus gives the compliance calibration-based expression for apparent fracture toughness, $G_C^{cc}$,

$$G_C^{cc} = \frac{nP_l \delta}{2ba}$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)

3 Results/Discussion

3.1 Effect of Honeycomb Cell Size on Apparent $G_c$

Images of disbond propagation in SCB tests on specimens with 6-ply facesheets and 3.2, 4.8, 6.4 and 9.5mm honeycomb core cell size are shown in the left-hand side of Figures 5, 6, 7 and 8, respectively. The surfaces of the disbonded sandwich parts after these tests are shown in the right-hand side of Figures 5, 6, 7 and 8. Facesheet disbonding occurred in all specimens near the interface within the core, as indicated in Figures 5, 6, 7 and 8. Fracture surfaces of the facesheets of large cell size specimens (6.4 and 9.5 mm) also contained adhesive resin material. This indicates that the disbonding happened closer to the adhesive rich zone of the facesheet/core interface than in the small cell size specimens.

The load-displacement curves of the SCB specimens with different honeycomb cell size are shown in Figure 9, 10, 11 and 12. Load-displacement curves of specimens with the two smallest honeycomb cell sizes exhibited an initial unstable force drop (corresponding to growth onset from the PTFE insert) followed by a predominantly gradual reduction in applied force as load-point displacement increases. With increasing cell size, the load-displacement responses become more and more unstable. In the 6.4 mm cell size specimens, the disbond propagation changes from stable to partly unstable and becomes mostly unstable in the 9.5 mm cell size specimens. The observed change in the crack propagation behavior may be explained by the fact that disbonding shifted from completely propagating in the core to a location closer to the adhesive rich zone of the facesheet/core interface.

Plots of specimen compliance versus the cube root of disbond length are plotted in Figures 13, 14, 15 and 16. Linear regression analysis was performed on data from each individual specimen in order to evaluate the corresponding modified beam theory parameters, $m_1$ and $l$. Plots of the log of specimen compliance versus the log of disbond length are presented in Figures 17, 18, 19 and 20. Linear regression analysis was performed on these data to determine the compliance calibration parameter, $n$. In all these cases (Figures 13 to 20), the coefficient of determination, $R^2$, ranged between 0.9 and 0.99 indicating that the regression lines (solid lines in Figures 13 to 20) consistently fit the experimental data to a high degree. This indicates that the measured disbond lengths were reasonable regardless of the cell size of a specimen’s honeycomb core.

The determined apparent fracture toughness values of all specimens with different cell size are shown in Figures 21, 22, 23 and 24. The Area Method (AM) (black symbols in Figures 21 to 24) resulted in one apparent fracture toughness value for each of the (mostly) six loading loops per specimen, whereas the Compliance Calibration Method (CC) and the Modified Beam Theory (MBT) (blue and red symbols, respectively, in Figures 21 to 24) gave apparent fracture toughness values for each recorded increment of disbond propagation (multiple growth increments were recorded during each of the six loading cycles). Generally, plots of apparent fracture toughness as a function of disbond length reach a plateau.
Examination of the data in Figures 21 to 24 shows that scatter of the apparent fracture toughness depends significantly on the honeycomb cell size. The standard deviation of apparent fracture toughness of the 3.2 mm cell size specimens is 7 % (AM), 7 % (CC) and 11 % (MBT). The specimens with a three times larger cell size show a standard deviation of 23 % (AM), 18 % (CC) and 19 % (MBT), an increase by a factor of 2-3. The scatter is also directly linked to the disbond propagation behavior. The standard deviation is higher for the unstable crack propagation in the adhesive rich zone of the facesheet/core interface than for the stable crack propagation completely in the core.

Figure 25 shows the average apparent fracture toughness for each cell size, which are based on apparent fracture toughness values of all specimens (error bars correspond to one standard deviation on either side of the corresponding average value of fracture toughness). In the case of the data from the area method, the first loading cycle was omitted from the average values in order to remove the influence of disbond growth onset from the PTFE insert. The PTFE insert was located directly at the adhesive resin/facesheet interface. Disbond growth in all 6-ply facesheet specimens immediately transitioned from this interface to a location within the core material, and thus growth onset from the insert was not deemed to be representative of disbond growth onset in the sandwich configurations.

The disbond tip was found to become less well defined in specimens with larger honeycomb cell sizes (indicated in the images in Figures 4-7). This introduced uncertainty into the compliance calibration and modified beam theory data reduction methods, which likely contributed to the scatter in the apparent fracture toughness values.

As shown in Figure 25, the average apparent fracture toughness shows no clear dependency on the honeycomb cell size. The difference between the smallest cell size (880 J/m² (AM), 770 J/m² (CC) and 760 J/m² (MBT)) and the largest cell size (1000 J/m² (AM), 910 J/m² (CC) and 910 J/m² (MBT)) is much smaller than the difference between 4.8 mm (780 J/m² (AM), 700 J/m² (CC) and 700 J/m² (MBT)) and 6.4 mm cell size (1190 J/m² (AM), 1010 J/m² (CC) and 1010 J/m² (MBT)). However, a discussion of the cell size effect on the apparent fracture toughness is not meaningful without knowing the cell wall material properties. Since the Nomex® paper thickness and the surrounding phenolic resin layer vary with the honeycomb density and cell size, each core configuration consists of a unique cell wall material [30].

3.2 Effect of FaceSheet Thickness and Specimen Width on Apparent $G_c$

Figures 8 and 26 illustrate that disbonding in the thick facesheet sandwich specimens propagated deeper in the core than in the thin facesheet specimens. Significantly more honeycomb material is evident on the disbonded facesheets in these specimens compared to the 6-ply facesheet specimens. No adhesive residue is visible on the disbonded honeycomb of the 12-ply facesheet specimens. Conversely, disbond propagation in the 3-ply facesheet specimens took place completely in the interface between facesheet and adhesive, as illustrated in Figure 27. No honeycomb material is evident on the disbonded 3-ply facesheets, and a significant amount of adhesive residue is apparent on the honeycomb side. The honeycomb pattern on the facesheets indicates that the adhesive was completely removed from the facesheets where the cell walls were bonded. The comparative disbond location in specimens with thick (Figure 26) and thin facesheets (Figure 27) clearly indicates that facesheet thickness dictates the disbond path. The coupling of shear and opening tractions local to the disbond front that arises from the mismatch in stiffness of the core and facesheet is therefore likely affecting the stress field local
to the disbond front. One possible explanation is that the shear stresses acting local to the
disbond front are greater in specimens with thicker facesheets, and thus tend to drive disbonding
further into the core [29].

The load-displacement curves of the 25.4 and 76.2 mm-wide SCB specimens with 6-ply
facesheets are shown in Figure 28 and 29, respectively. Except for the different load levels due
to the difference in specimen width, the curves are similar to those of the 50.8 mm wide
specimens with 6-ply facesheets, shown in Figure 12. In all three cases, disbond propagation is
mostly unstable, which is reflected in the uneven load-displacement curves. Since the disbond
location in the 12-ply facesheet specimens is shifted deeper into the core away from the adhesive
rich zone, the disbond propagation is mostly stable and the load-displacement curves are thus
relatively smooth. Except for the different load level, the load-displacement curves of the 25.4,
50.8 and 76.2 mm wide 12-ply facesheet specimens (Figure 30, 31, and 32, respectively) are
similar. The load-displacement curves of the 3-ply facesheet specimens in Figure 33 show a
nonlinear loading behavior. The nonlinearity becomes visible at the second loading ramp and
increases with each additional loading loop. The nonlinearity results from the very large
facesheet bending, as pictured in Figure 27 (left). The large bending is a result of the relatively
large deformations required for disbond propagation, resulting in significant anticlastic bending
in the loaded facesheet. This effect is thought to cause the perceived stiffening as specimen
loading increases as is evident in Figure 33.

Figure 34, 35 and 36 show the plots and their fitted linear equations for the apparent fracture
toughness evaluation using the Modified Beam Theory. The log-log scale compliance calibration
curves and the fitted power laws for the Compliance Calibration Method are shown in Figure 37,
38 and 39. As for the specimens of the previous sections, the regression curves are mostly a
close fit to the experimental data. The scatter is higher only in the 3-ply facesheet specimens at
longer crack lengths, which results obviously from the nonlinear loading behavior, which was
computed for a given load and corresponding displacement value assuming a linear specimen
response.

The apparent fracture toughness values are shown in Figure 40, 41 and 42. The average of
each configuration is shown in the bar plot in Figure 43 (the first loading cycle was excluded in
cases when the area method was used for data reduction). Since all specimens consist of the
same honeycomb core that contains the largest cell size, the scatter is quite high for all
configurations.

From Figure 43, the only exception from the Area Method results appear to be the values
obtained from the 12-ply/25.4 mm specimens. Due to missing images during loading and
unloading, only two Area Method apparent fracture toughness values could be evaluated instead
of at least 15 per configuration. Their scatter is low but not representative. For the thin
facesheet configurations, the standard deviation of fracture toughness values from the Area
Method is 20, 23 and 12 % for the 25.4, 50.8 and 76.2 mm wide specimens, respectively. The
trend of smaller scatter for wider specimens becomes apparent. Excluding the 25.4 mm wide
specimens, the same trend can be seen for the 12-ply facesheet configurations. The standard
deviation of fracture toughness values from the Area Method amounts to 20 and 13 % for the
50.8 and 76.2 mm wide specimens, respectively. No significant influence of facesheet thickness
on scatter in fracture toughness values is apparent, as evidenced by the consistent level of scatter
in specimens with different facesheet thicknesses. This is notable since disbond propagation was
mostly unstable in specimens with thin facesheets and completely stable in the thick facesheet
specimens.
The apparent fracture toughness standard deviation of the *Compliance Calibration Method* and the *Modified Beam Theory* is generally lower than of the *Area Method*. However, these values are not directly comparable because the number of apparent fracture toughness values is generally different. For the Area Method, always five values were available from each specimen. For the *Compliance Calibration Method* and the *Modified Beam Theory*, the number depends on the images taken during crack propagation. Especially during the stable crack propagation in the thick facesheet specimens several images were taken during each loading loop. The higher number of values is therefore probably the major reason for the lower scatter in fracture toughness observed in the thick facesheet specimens.

The apparent fracture toughness average of the *Area Method* is obviously independent of the specimen width (again excluding the 12-ply/25.4 mm results). In contrast, a significant difference is visible between the face sheet configurations. The average of all 6-ply face sheet specimens is 1030 J/m² and of all 50.8 and 76.2 mm wide 12-ply face sheet specimens 1160 J/m². The apparent fracture toughness is obviously higher when the disbond propagated deeper in the core. The apparent fracture toughness of the 3-ply specimens amounts to only 690 J/m². Here the disbond propagated entirely in the adhesive/facesheet interface. However, the nonlinear loading behavior needs to be considered for this particular configuration.

As in the last section, the *Compliance Calibration Method* and the *Modified Beam Theory* gave generally up to 10 % lower apparent fracture toughness values but the overall trends are the same as described for the *Area Method*. The only exception is the apparent dependence on the specimen width in case of the 12-ply facesheet specimens. In this configuration the apparent fracture toughness increases slightly with the specimen width.

### 4 Concluding Remarks

The facesheet disbonding of honeycomb core sandwich structures was investigated experimentally using the Single Cantilever Beam test. The facesheet thickness has a major influence on the disbond propagation behavior. In thin facesheet specimens, the crack propagates during SCB testing near the interface or completely out of the core in the more brittle adhesive. As a consequence, the crack propagation is mostly unstable and the apparent fracture toughness is lower compared to thick facesheet specimens.

The honeycomb cell size influences significantly the scatter of the measured apparent fracture toughness. Standard deviation increases approximately in direct proportion with cell size. The apparent fracture toughness itself varies with investigated honeycomb cell size. However, a clear trend is not obvious in the data. The Nomex® cell wall base material is surrounded by phenolic resin and the thickness of both components vary with the core density and the cell size. Therefore, additional information regarding the effective cell wall material and its behavior is needed to understand the influence of the cell size on the SCB apparent fracture toughness, which could form the basis of further work.

Narrow specimens exhibit lower scatter in apparent fracture toughness than wider counterparts. A clear dependency of the average apparent fracture toughness on the specimen width, however, could not be determined.

The tests were evaluated via *Area Method*, *Compliance Calibration Method* and *Modified Beam Theory*. All three methods are applicable and show qualitatively the same results. However, the *Area Method* gave about 10 % higher apparent fracture toughness values compared
to values from *Compliance Calibration Method* and *Modified Beam Theory*, results of which are nearly identical.

The tests with very thin facesheets (3 plies, 0.48 mm) showed the need for specimen sizing. The low facesheet bending stiffness in combination with long initial cracks resulted in extensive facesheet bending and thus in a nonlinear loading behavior after the first loading loop.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Width, mm</th>
<th>Facesheet thickness, mm</th>
<th>Cell size, mm</th>
<th>Initial disbond length, mm</th>
<th>Repeats</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>25.4</td>
<td>0.95 (6 plies)</td>
<td>0.375</td>
<td>19.0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25.4</td>
<td>1.90 (12 plies)</td>
<td>0.375</td>
<td>22.2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50.8</td>
<td>0.48 (3 plies)</td>
<td>0.375</td>
<td>33.1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50.8</td>
<td>0.95 (6 plies)</td>
<td>0.375</td>
<td>18.8 ... 24.5</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50.8</td>
<td>1.90 (12 plies)</td>
<td>0.375</td>
<td>21.7</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>76.2</td>
<td>0.95 (6 plies)</td>
<td>0.375</td>
<td>22.3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>76.2</td>
<td>1.90 (12 plies)</td>
<td>0.375</td>
<td>20.6</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50.8</td>
<td>0.95 (6 plies)</td>
<td>0.125</td>
<td>24.6</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50.8</td>
<td>0.95 (6 plies)</td>
<td>0.188</td>
<td>25.1</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50.8</td>
<td>0.95 (6 plies)</td>
<td>0.250</td>
<td>22.7</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Matrix of SCB specimens tested.

Figure 1 Schematics of facesheet/core disbond specimens. (a) Single cantilever beam configuration, (b) Double cantilever beam configuration.

Figure 2 Hexagonal cell geometry of a honeycomb structure.
Figure 3 SCB test fixture with loaded specimen.
Figure 4: (a) Energy dissipation during disbond growth increment, (b) Plot used to evaluate MBT parameters, $m_1$ and $1/l$. (c) Plot used to evaluate compliance calibration parameter, $n$. 
Figure 5: Facesheet disbonding in SCB specimen with 3.2 mm honeycomb cell size.

Figure 6: Facesheet disbonding in SCB specimen with 4.8 mm honeycomb cell size.

Figure 7: Facesheet disbonding in SCB specimen with 6.4 mm honeycomb cell size.
Figure 8: Facesheet disbonding in SCB specimen with 9.5 mm honeycomb cell size.

Figure 9: Load-displacement curves of the SCB specimens with 3.2 mm honeycomb cell size.
Figure 10: Load-displacement curves of the SCB specimens with 4.8 mm honeycomb cell size.

Figure 11: Load-displacement curves of the SCB specimens with 6.4 mm honeycomb cell size.
Figure 12: Load-displacement curves of the SCB specimens with 9.5 mm honeycomb cell size.

Figure 13: Compliance calibration curves of the SCB specimens with 3.2 mm honeycomb cell size.
Figure 14: Compliance calibration curves of the SCB specimens with 4.8 mm honeycomb cell size.

Figure 15: Compliance calibration curves of the SCB specimens with 6.4 mm honeycomb cell size.
Figure 16: Compliance calibration curves of the SCB specimens with 9.5 mm honeycomb cell size.

Figure 17: Compliance calibration curves in log-log scale of the SCB specimens with 3.2 mm honeycomb cell size.
Figure 18: Compliance calibration curves in log-log scale of the SCB specimens with 4.8 mm honeycomb cell size.

Figure 19: Compliance calibration curves log-log scale of the SCB specimens with 6.4 mm honeycomb cell size.
Figure 20: Compliance calibration curves log-log scale of the SCB specimens with 9.5 mm honeycomb cell size.

Figure 21: Apparent fracture toughness of the SCB specimens with 3.2 mm honeycomb cell size evaluated via Area Method (AM), Compliance Calibration Method (CC) and Modified Beam Theory (MBT).
Figure 22: Apparent fracture toughness of the SCB specimens with 4.8 mm honeycomb cell size evaluated via Area Method (AM), Compliance Calibration Method (CC) and Modified Beam Theory (MBT).

Figure 23: Apparent fracture toughness of the SCB specimens with 6.4 mm honeycomb cell size evaluated via Area Method (AM), Compliance Calibration Method (CC) and Modified Beam Theory (MBT).
Figure 24: Apparent fracture toughness of the SCB specimens with 9.5 mm honeycomb cell size evaluated via Area Method (AM), Compliance Calibration Method (CC) and Modified Beam Theory (MBT).

Figure 25: Apparent fracture toughness average of the SCB specimens with different honeycomb cell size.
Figure 26: Facesheet disbonding in SCB specimen with 9.5 mm honeycomb cell size and 12-ply facesheets.

Figure 27: Facesheet disbonding in SCB specimen with 9.5 mm honeycomb cell size and 3-ply facesheets.
Figure 28: Load-displacement curves of the 25.4 mm wide SCB specimens with 6-ply facesheets.

Figure 29: Load-displacement curves of the 76.2 mm wide SCB specimens with 6-ply facesheets.
Figure 30: Load-displacement curves of the 25.4 mm wide SCB specimens with 12-ply facesheets.

Figure 31: Load-displacement curves of the 50.8 mm wide SCB specimens with 12-ply facesheets.
Figure 32: Load-displacement curves of the 76.2 mm wide SCB specimens with 12-ply facesheets.

Figure 33: Load-displacement curves of the 50.8 mm wide SCB specimens with 3-ply facesheets.
Figure 34: Compliance calibration curves of the SCB specimens with 3-ply facesheets.

Figure 35: Compliance calibration curves of the 25.4 and 76.2 mm wide SCB specimens with 6-ply facesheets.
Figure 36: Compliance calibration curves of the 25.4, 50.8 and 76.2 mm wide SCB specimens with 12-ply facesheets.

Figure 37: Compliance calibration curves in log-log scale of the SCB specimens with 3-ply facesheets.
Figure 38: Compliance calibration curves in log-log scale of the 25.4 and 76.2 mm wide SCB specimens with 6-ply facesheets.

Figure 39: Compliance calibration curves in log-log scale of the 25.4, 50.8 and 76.2 mm wide SCB specimens with 12-ply facesheets.
Figure 40: Apparent fracture toughness of the SCB specimens with 3-ply facesheets.

Figure 41: Apparent fracture toughness of the 25.4 and 76.2 mm wide SCB specimens with 6-ply facesheets.
Figure 42: Apparent fracture toughness of the 25.4, 50.8 and 76.2 mm wide SCB specimens with 12-ply facesheets.

Figure 43: Apparent fracture toughness average of the SCB specimens with different facesheets and width.
Results are presented from an experimental investigation into facesheet core disbonding in carbon fiber reinforced plastic/Nomex honeycomb sandwich structures using a Single Cantilever Beam test. Specimens with three, six and twelve-ply facesheets were tested. Specimens with different honeycomb cores consisting of four different cell sizes were also tested, in addition to specimens with three different widths. Three different data reduction methods were employed for computing apparent fracture toughness values from the test data, namely an area method, a compliance calibration technique and a modified beam theory method. The compliance calibration and modified beam theory approaches yielded comparable apparent fracture toughness values, which were generally lower than those computed using the area method. Disbonding in the three-ply facesheet specimens took place at the facesheet/core interface and yielded the lowest apparent fracture toughness values. Disbonding in the six and twelve-ply facesheet specimens took place within the core, near to the facesheet/core interface. Specimen width was not found to have a significant effect on apparent fracture toughness. The amount of scatter in the apparent fracture toughness data was found to increase with honeycomb core cell size.